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- NEW for 2021 - 
New look for the Sabatti TLD long range shooting rifle, now also available with a fully blued fluted 

barrel and an original stock finished with “skulls”! 
 
 
The Sabatti TLD White Fluted bolt-action rifle embodies the long years of Sabatti experience in the manufacture of high-
accuracy firearms. The Sabatti TLD White Fluted rifle stands out for the design of the stock and the barrel, as well as for 
the mix of technology that makes it suited to any kind of long-range sport shooting activities. 
 
The TLD White Fluted was the first rifle to feature Sabatti own, revolutionary Blizzard action, with a three-locking lugs 
bolt head for a fast, short 60-degrees throw. Both the bolt and the receiver are machined out of solid steel billet; the 
knob is installed on the cocking handle via a 5/16” thread and can be replaced with any similar aftermarket component. 
The bolt is heat treated, chrome-lined and rectified to reach the desired level of thickness; the process returns a very 
low level of surface roughness, which couples with the full surface fluting of the bolt body for market-leading levels of 
smoothness and silence in operation. The new 17-4PH extractor offers superior resistance when used with high 
pressure loads. 
 
The main characteriscs of the Sabatti TLD White Fluted is the new stock-action coupling solution, with a rear Pillar and a 
newly designed front V-shaped Recoil Lug – both in Ergal 55 and embedded in the stock – with superior performances.  
The system leaves the action “floating” inside the stock, resulting in a drastic reduction of the coupling tensions and 
evident improvement in terms of accuracy. 
 
The Sabatti TLD White Fluted rifle comes with a 27.9” cold-hammer forged barrel, with a 1.1” muzzle diameter and 
Sabatti own, patented MRR multi-radial rifling pattern – well-known and appreciated for its high accuracy, low bullet 
deformation factor, and ease of cleaning. Sabatti MRR barrels offer a longer service life, a higher resistance to heating 
and superior accuracy over standard Match barrels, even with standard commercial ammunition. 
 
All barrels on Sabatti TLD White Fluted rifles are matte blued and fluted to reduce weight and optimize heat dissipation. 
 
The white and black stock of the TLD White Fluted rifle is captivatingly decorated with a “skulls” design, patterned on 
the classic style of F-Class long-range shooting rifle stocks, and is manufactured out of a very strong multi-layer wood 
laminate. The Sabatti TLD White Fluted stock is adjustable for length of pull through the use of a set of factory-issued 
spacers, and comes with a likewise fully adjustable cheek riser.  
 
Other features of the Sabatti TLD White Fluted rifle include a scope mounts-ready receiver; a five-rounds detachable 
proprietary magazine; and a choice of a three-lever Match-type trigger or a brand new double-stage DMST trigger, both 
factory-accurized to offer class-leading levels of performance. 
 
 
Link download Media Kit: 

https://mediakit.digitoolmedia.com/sabatti/rifles-bolt-action/sabatti-tld-white-fluted/z9h7v  

https://mediakit.digitoolmedia.com/sabatti/rifles-bolt-action/sabatti-tld-white-fluted/z9h7v
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Company notes 

The Sabatti family is active in the gun making industry since little less than 400 years. Passed down from father to son, from 
generation to generation, all the acquired experiences have not been lost, and are instead what today provides quality to the Sabatti 
production. 
Sabatti is a leader in the manufacturing of top-class rifle barrels, whose excellent performances make them highly appreciated all 
over the World, by gun manufactures as well as by the most demanding sport shooters and professionals. 
Except for the stocks, all components of every Sabatti gun are manufactured inside the company, using the best available 
technologies and materials, and a “know-how” which quite few International companies can boast nowadays. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS  

Manufacturer Sabatti S.p.A. 

Model TLD White Fluted 

Tipology Bolt-action rifle 

Calibers / rifling twists .308 Winchester (1:11”), 6,5x47 Lapua (1:8”), 6.5 Creedmoor (1.8”) 

Action TLD - Blizzard action – three front-locking lugs with 60° opening angle, fluted 
bold body 

Trigger system Match-grade, three-lever trigger or two-stage DSMT trigger available 

Safety Manual safety 

Capacity 5 rounds detachable magazine 

Sight systems Receiver drilled and tapped for optics mounds 

Barrel 710 mm / 27.92”, 28 mm muzzle diameter, fluted, with MRR Multi Radial Rifling 

Total lenght 121 cm / 47.63” 

Peso (a vuoto) 6,5 kg / 14.3 lbs 

Materials Steel barrel, action, and receiver; multi-layer laminate stock 

Finishes Satin black finish on all metal surfaces, black and white dominant design on 
wooden laminate stock 

  


